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p2-Microglobulin-Deficient NOD Mice
Do Not Develop Insulitis or Diabetes
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The role of CD8 + T-cells in the development of
diabetes in the nonobese diabetic (NOD) mouse
remains controversial. Although it is widely agreed
that class II-restricted CD4 + T-cells are essential for
the development of diabetes in the NOD model, some
studies have suggested that CD8 + T-cells are not
required for p-cell destruction. To assess the
contribution of CD8 + T-cells to diabetes, we have
developed a class of NOD mouse that lacks expression
of p2-microglobulin (N0D-S2mnuW). NOD-S^m""" mice,
which lack both class I expression and CD8 + T-cells in
the periphery, not only failed to develop diabetes but
were completely devoid of insulitis. These results
demonstrate an essential role for CD8 + T-cells in the
initiation of the autoimmune response to p-cells in the
NOD mouse. Diabetes 43:500-504, 1994

T

he NOD mouse is a spontaneous model of
human autoimmune insulin-dependent diabetes
mellitus. The T-cell dependency of the disease
in NOD mice has been demonstrated by showing that athymic nude NOD-nu/nu mice do not develop
insulitis or diabetes and that diabetes can be readily
transferred to young irradiated NOD mice with T-cells
obtained from diabetic animals (1,2). The roles of autore-
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active CD4+ and CD8+ T-cells in the normal pathogenesis of diabetes in the NOD mouse are, however,
controversial. On the one hand, cloned islet-reactive
NOD CD4+ T-cells have been shown to mediate rejection
of islet cell grafts (3,4) and to transfer diabetes to
NOD-scid/scid mice (5). In contrast, using freshly isolated uncloned T-cells, most groups report that both
CD4+ and CD8+ T-cells are necessary to transfer diabetes and that CD4+ T-cells alone transfer only insulitis to
recipients (6-8). We (7) and Bendelac et al. (8) proposed an interaction between the two subsets of cells in
which CD4+ cells were involved in the homing and
activation of CD8+ islet-reactive cells, the physiologically
relevant effectors of p-cell destruction. At the time, this
scenario was a simple explanation for the requirement of
both subsets to efficiently transfer diabetes.
The conflicting results for the role of CD8+ T-cells in
autoimmune diabetes can be explained by the existence
of at least two pathways producing (3-cell destruction: 1)
one in which class l-restricted CD8+ T-cells destroy
p-cells by direct contact (9,10) and 2) one where class
II—restricted CD4+ T-cells initiate p-cell destruction by
producing cytokines that recruit nonspecific effector cells
into the islet (3,4). Although CD8+ T-cells may normally
be the most efficient effectors of (3-cell destruction, given
enough time and/or numbers of cells, CD4+ T-cells are
able to mediate disease.
Additional insight into the roles of CD4+ and CD8+
T-cells in diabetes has been obtained with the NOD-scid/
scid mouse (11). In contrast to adoptive transfer protocols using normal NOD recipients, CD4+ T-cells from
diabetic NOD donors were able to transfer diabetes to
NOD-scid/scid mice, albeit with less efficiency (58%
diabetes and a mean onset of 71 days) than unseparated
T-cells from diabetic NOD donors (100% incidence with
a mean onset of 24 days). However, in the same studies,
CD4+ T-cells from prediabetic NOD donors were unable
to transfer diabetes into NOD-scid/scid recipients,
whereas unseparated T-cells from the same prediabetic
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donors induced disease (44% incidence with a mean
onset of 85 days). The failure of CD4+ T-cells from
prediabetic donors to transfer disease suggests that
CD8+ T-cells are required to initiate the autoimmune
response as well as play a role in the destruction of
p-cells. Data supporting a role for CD8+ T-cells in
disease initiation have come from analysis of islet-associated leukocytes by flow cytometry (12). The first cells to
appear in the islets of young prediabetic mice were
CD8+ T-cells and class l l + monocytes, whereas only
later in disease development did CD4+ T-cells and
p-cells appear in the islet infiltrate. Perhaps an interaction
between the early infiltrating CD8+ T-cells and the CD4+
T-cells is required to initiate the autoimmune response to
p-cells, thus explaining the failure of CD4+ cells from
prediabetic donors to transfer disease to NOD-scid/scid
mice.
An experimental approach to understand the role of
CD8+ T-cells in the initiation and development of autoimmune diabetes in the NOD mouse is to prevent the
expansion of class I-restricted CD8+ T-cells. It has been
shown recently that disruption of the p2-microglobulin
gene (B2m), which encodes the light chain of class I
molecules, results in a nearly complete lack of class I
expression. By selective backcrossing, we have placed
the disrupted B2m gene onto the NOD background
(NOD-B2nful). Class I expression is very low in NODB2rrfu" mice and as a result, very few CD8+ T-cells
develop. The scarcity of CD8+ cells and/or lack of class
I expression results in a strain of NOD mouse that does
not develop insulitis or insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (type I diabetes). These data support the hypothesis
that CD8+ T-cells play a crucial role in the development
of diabetes in the NOD mouse.
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

Development of the 129/Sv-ter strain with a disrupted
B2m gene (129-82/77™") has been described previously
(13-15). NOD/MrkTacfBR (NOD) mice were obtained
from Taconic Farms (Germantown, NY). 129-82/77™"
mice were outcrossed to NOD mice and subsequently
backcrossed to NOD. At each backcross generation,
DNA was isolated from peripheral blood leukocytes of
potential breeders and tested for the presence of the
disrupted B2m allele using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The oligonucleotide primer set 5'-ACGTCT
GTCTTCCCCTGTGCCCTCAGAAAC-3' and 5'-AGTTTA
AGTCCAACACAGATGGAGCGTCCAGA-3' produces a
400-base pair (bp) product with the wild type allele and
a 1,600-bp product with the allele containing the nedf
insert-disrupted second exon of B2m. The PCR reaction
with peripheral blood DNA was conducted for 40 cycles
under the following conditions: a denaturation step at
94°C for 1 min, an annealing step at 60°C for 1 min, and
an extension step at 72°C for 3 min. At the N7 generation,
NOD-B2nfull/+ mice were intercrossed to produce homozygous NOD-B2rrfu" mice. After establishment of the
NOD-82/77nu" stock, flanking genetic regions on chromosome 2 were assessed with the following microsatellite
markers: D2Mit45, D2Mit43, D2MH58, D2Mit17, and
D2M/Y4 7 (16).
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Analysis of cell surface antigens. Detection of cell
surface antigens by flow cytometry has been described
previously (17). To quantitate expression of the class I Kd
antigen, CD8, CD4, and B220 on splenic cells, monoclonal antibodies SF1-1.1, 53-6.7, RM-4-5, and RA3-6B2
were used. All antibodies, which were used under saturating conditions, were directly labeled with fluorescein
or phycoerythrin and were purchased from PharMingen
(San Diego, CA). Propidium iodide was added to eliminate dead cells from the flow cytometric analysis performed on a FACStar PLUS (Becton Dickinson, Mountain
View, CA).
Assessment of diabetes and insulitis. Mice were monitored for the development of diabetes by testing for
elevated levels of urinary glucose with Tes-Tape (Lilly,
Indianapolis, IN). Animals were classified as diabetic
after producing Tes-Tape values of >3. Diabetic mice
also displayed polydipsia, polyuria, and weight loss. The
presence of insulitis and sialitis was assessed in pancreas and submandibular glands, respectively, after fixation in buffered 10% formalin and paraffin sectioning.
Tissue sections (5 |xm) were stained with either hematoxylin and eosin or with aldehyde fuchsin and examined for
the presence of mononuclear cell infiltration. Two noncontiguous sections of each tissue were examined. Classification of each animal was made using the most severe
inflammatory lesion observed. Plasma glucose concentrations were determined using a hexokinase enzymatic
assay kit with an ultraviolet endpoint (Sigma, St. Louis,
MO).
Adoptive transfer of diabetes. Adoptive transfer of
diabetes was performed as described previously (7).
Single cell suspensions of spleen cells were prepared
from recent onset diabetic female NOD mice. After
erythrocyte lysis and washing, 40 x 106 cells were injected intravenously into female NOD (6-week-old) and
NOD-B2rrfu" (8-week-old) mice that had received 850
rad irradiation (137Cs source, Gammacell 40, Atomic
Energy of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario). Animals were monitored frequently for the onset of diabetes by measuring
glycosuria.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

129-B2nfu" and ^29-B2mnu"/+ mice do not develop
diabetes or insulitis. B2rrfu" mice lack p2-microglobulin, resulting in little or no expression of class I molecules
on cell surfaces (14,18). Because of this reduced class I
expression, mature CD8+ T-cells are not positively selected in the thymus and consequently are not found in
the periphery of B2rrfu" mice (14,18). It has been suggested by Faustman et al. (19) that reduced class I
expression causes autoimmune diabetes. To address
this hypothesis, we examined 18- to 19-month-old parental 129-82/77°"" male and female mice for hyperglycemia and pancreatic insulitis (Table 1). None of the
129-82/77°"" mice of either sex or their class I positive
heterozygous littermates (129-82/77nu"/+) developed hyperglycemia. Further, no histological changes were observed that were unique to the B2rrfu" class. Instead, a
variety of morphological alterations were noted in both
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TABLE 2
NOD-B2rrfu" mice do not develop diabetes or insulitis

TABLE 1
nu///+
mice
Analysis of 129-82/7?™" and 129-e2m
Sex

B2m genotype

F
M
F
M

null/null
null/null
null/+
null/+

Insulitis
Oof
Oof
Oof
Oof

3
3
7
6

Plasma glucose
(mg/dl)

Sex

104 ± 3 2
89 ± 12
116 ± 21
118±9

M
F
M
F
M

Data are means ± SD for plasma glucose levels. Mice were
between 18 and 19 months of age at the time of analysis.

genotypes {B2rrfu" and B2nfull/+). These histological
phenomena also are commonly observed in pancreases
of aging mice and included an increase in both the size
and number of pancreatic islets, as well as focal regions
of exocrine tissue replacement by fat. Aldehyde fuchsin
staining for p-cell granulation showed the hypertrophied
islets contain numerous granulated p-cells. In the larger
islets, some of the p-cells were partially degranulated
(possibly suggestive of insulin secretion). Small clusters
of leukocytes and fibroblasts, primarily associated with
pancreatic ducts and blood vessels, were present in both
the B2rrfu" and B2mnull/+ classes. The perivascular or
periductal infiltrates sometimes extended to an adjacent
islet but were generally concentrated at only one pole
and were rarely observed to penetrate the islet. The type
of fulminant insulitis characteristic of NOD mice was
never observed in any of the 129-82/77™" or B2rrfull/+
pancreases observed.
These findings with > 18-month-old, nonautoimmune
129-82/77™" and 129-82rr?nu/<r+ mice are in marked contrast to those of Faustman et al. (19). All of our mice were
normoglycemic (Table 1), whereas the B2rrfu" mice
reported previously developed hyperglycemia (360 ± 50
mg/dl), and one class I positive control mouse became
hyperglycemic at 20 months of age. Faustman et al. (19)
also reported reduced body weights in the B2rrfu" mice
(21.9 ± 3.8 g) and normal weights in the class I positive
control mice (37.3 ± 5.6 g); in our study, class I positive
and negative mice did not show any weight differences
(all mice weighed between 40 and 45 g). Because the
B2rrfu" mice in both our study (13,15) and the previous
study (19) were derived from the same embryonic stem
cell clone, genetic differences contributing to the two
studies are limited. In the current study, inbred 129B2rrfu" mice were examined, whereas in the other study,
the 129-82/77™" strain had been outcrossed to the
C57BL76 strain. An outcross to C57BL/6 produces a
change in genetic background, but this is unlikely to
account for the abnormalities reported because one of us
(E.H.L.) has not observed hyperglycemia, weight loss, or
insulitis in a separate study of 129/Ola-B2mnu" mice
outcrossed to C57BL/6 (this issue, D.V. Serreze et al.,
p. 505-509). A likely explanation for the contrasting
observations is environmental factors. The 129-82/77™"
and 129-82/77nu///"1" mice examined in this study were
maintained in a sterile microisolater barrier facility, free
of any known mouse pathogens, whereas the mice
described previously (19) were not pathogen-free. The
dramatic weight differences observed between the
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B2m genotype

Diabetes (%)

Insulitis

null/null
null/null
null/+
null/+

Oof 38
Oof 40
9 of 15(60)
4 of 16(25)
10 of 15(67)
3 of 5 (60)

Oof 29
Oof 31
4 of 4
9 of 9
3 of 4
1 of 1

+/+
+/+

NOD-B2rrfu" (N7F1-4 generations), HOD-B2rrfull/+ (N7F1),
and N0D-e2m +/+ (N7F1) mice were observed for the development of diabetes until >7 months of age. Insulitis scores are
reported for mice that did not develop diabetes by ^7 months
of age. In a contemporaneously performed study, the incidence
of diabetes in the parental NOD strain was 70% in females
{n = 50) and 42% in males (n = 50) at 7 months of age.

B2nfu" and B2rrfull/+ mice in Faustman et al. (19) could
be attributable to an infectious process that was more
pathogenic in the B2rrfu" class of mice lacking CD8+
T-cells. In addition, the occurrence of hyperglycemia in
one class l-expressing B2rrfu"/+ mouse suggests that
factors other than class I expression influenced the
previous results.
UOD-B2nfu" mice do not develop insulitis or diabetes. After six backcrosses of (NOD x 129-82/77nu//)F1
mice to the NOD parental strain, with selection for the
disrupted B2m allele at each generation, NOD-82/77nu///"t"
mice were intercrossed to produce homozygous NOD82/77™" mice. Analysis of spleen cells from NOD-82/77™"
mice showed the expected lack of both CD8+ T-cells and
the class I antigen, Kd. N0D-82mnu///+ and N0D-82m +/+
mice had equivalent numbers of CD8+ T-cells. Expression of Kd on N0D-82mnu///+ spleen cells ranged from 50
to 90% of that on N0D-82m +/+ spleen cells. Mice of all
three genotypes had comparable numbers of B220+ and
CD4+ cells (data not shown).
N0D-82m™" mice, as well as N0D-82mnu///+ and
NOD-82/77+/+ mice, were observed for the development
of insulitis and diabetes (Table 2). In both groups of class
l-expressing mice, N0D-82mnu///+ and N0D-82m +/+ ,
the incidence of diabetes was similar to the parental NOD
strain. This high incidence of disease suggests that the
NOD-derived diabetogenic alleles were fixed at most, if
not all, of the loci contributing to diabetes. In addition,
homozygous expression of the NOD alleles were demonstrated for several diabetogenic loci including the
major histocompatibility complex (ldd-1), ldd-3, ldd-5,
ldd-6, ldd-9, and ldd-1'0 (20) (data not shown). In
addition to the parental incidence of diabetes in NODB2rrfull/+ and N0D-82m +/+ mice, all but one of the class
l-expressing N7F1 mice that did not develop diabetes
had mild to severe insulitis (Table 2). The development of
insulitis in nearly all animals also is a characteristic of the
NOD parental strain.
In contrast to the high incidence of diabetes in NODB2rrfull/+ and N0D-82m +/+ mice, NOD-82/77™" mice did
not develop insulitis or diabetes (Table 2). No homozygous NOD-82/77™" mice (0 of 38 females and 0 of 40
males) exhibited any symptoms of diabetes at >7
months of age. In addition, the most severe histological
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TABLE 3
Protection from diabetes is not associated with homozygosity for the 129/Sv-ter allele at loci linked to B2m
Genotype of diabetic animals
u

NOD-B2rrf "
(N7F2)

D2MH45

D2MH43

D2MH58

D2MH17

(45 cM)

(45 cM)

(46 cM)

(51 cM)

B2m
(54 cM)

D2MM7
(69 cM)

#11 (female)
#15 (female)
# 7 (female)

129
129
129/NOD

129
129
129/NOD

129
129
129

129/NOD
129/NOD
129/NOD

null/+
null/+
null/+

NOD
NOD
NOD

Locus position on chromosome 2 as listed in Locus Map of the Mouse issued 30 September, 1993 by The Jackson Laboratory, Bar
Harbor, Maine. 129 and NOD indicate the presence of the 129/Sv-ter and the NOD allele, respectively, at the indicated locus.

lesion in the N0D-S2mnu" mice was a mild peri-islet ated NOD-B2ufu" recipients and monitored for diabetes.
infiltration of mononuclear cells. These mild histological Control adoptive transfer of spleen cells from diabetic
changes were seen in 13% of male (n = 31) and 48% of NOD donors into NOD recipients efficiently produced
female {n = 29) WOD-B2rrfu" mice and were associated diabetes with 3 of 3 mice glycosuria positive 19 days
only with a small proportion (<10%) of the islets in the post-transfer. For comparison, spleen cells from the
affected individuals. Mild to moderate perivascular and same diabetic NOD donors were transferred into NODperiductal infiltrates were noted in an additional 25 and B2rrfu" recipients. Although delayed, 5 of 5 HOD-B2rrfu"
21 % of male and female N0D-B2rrPu" mice, respectively. recipients became glycosuria positive between 76 and
Additional evidence of autoimmunity was observed in 126 days post-transfer (105 ± 22 days). Pancreases
NOD-B2/7fu" mice; mild to extensive perivascular and from the five diabetic NOD-B2rrfu" recipients were experiductal submandibular gland infiltrates were seen in 8 amined. All five had massive insulitis in the few islets
of 8 female and 13 of 14 male N0D-B2mnu" mice exam- remaining and were indistinguishable from diabetic NOD
mice. These results demonstrate that N0D-B2rrfu" islets
ined.
Protection from diabetes and insulitis is not associ- can be targeted by islet-specific autoimmune T-cells.
ated with regions linked to the B2m locus. During the Although other potential interpretations exist, one possiprocess of transferring the B2m locus from the 129- ble reason for the delayed kinetics, compared with NOD+
B2rrfu" mouse to the NOD genetic background, linked recipients, is the inability of class l-restricted CD8
regions on chromosome 2 were selected along with the T-cells to effectively kill the class I negative p-cells,+
129-B2mnu"-derived B2m locus. Thus, it was possible whereas the islet-specific class 11-restricted CD4
that the protective effect observed in NOD-B2nfu" mice T-cells remain fully+ functional.+Adoptive transfer experiwas not from the B2m locus but from a linked recessive ments using CD4 - and CD8 -depleted T-cell populagene. We tested this hypothesis by examining microsat- tions are in progress to address this hypothesis.
ellite markers flanking the B2m locus (Table 3). We found Concluding remarks. The total absence of diabetes in
that at the sixth backcross generation, non-NOD alleles NOD mice lacking expression +of p2-microglobulin supwere present at loci centromeric of B2m\ D2Mit45, ports the hypothesis that CD8 T-cells are essential for
D2MH43, D2MH58, and D2Mit17. The closest telomeric the development of autoimmune diabetes in uthe NOD
finding that NOD-B2nrf " mice do
marker analyzed, D2MH47, was fixed for the NOD allele. mouse. The surprising
+
insulitis suggests
Several diabetic animals, which were all typed as null/+ not develop CD4 T-cell-mediated
+
at B2m, were homozygous for the 129-derived allele at that at least one role of CD8 T-cells is at the initiation of
D2Mit45, D2Mit43, and/or D2Mit58. In addition, we have the autoimmune response to the p-cell. With the absence+
developed a control strain that is homozygous for the of insulitis, other possible roles for p-cell-specific CD8
129-derived alleles at D2Mit45, D2MH43, and D2Mit58, T-cells, perhaps in the effector phase of the autoimmune
cannot be directly assessed in the NODbut homozygous for the NOD alleles at B2m and response,
u
B2rrf
"
strain
because the p-cell—specific response
D2Mit17. These mice develop diabetes at a high frequency (data not shown). Because all mice homozygous does unot appear to be initiated. However, the NODfor the 129-derived allele at B2m were protected from B2rrf " strain can provide the basis for experiments in
diabetes (Table 2), the locus responsible for disease which various combinations of the disease-related comprotection is located in the 23-centiMorgan (cM) interval ponents such as pancreas, thymus, and bone marrow,
between (but not including) D2Mit58 and D2Mit47. This can be class I expressing or class I deficient.
23-cM interval includes the B2m locus, suggesting
Although the results obtained in this study demonstrate
strongly that the lack of class I expression is responsible that expression of class I is necessary for the initiation of
for the protection from diabetes observed in the NOD- p-cell—specific autoimmunity in the NOD mouse, the
B2irfu" strain.
reason class I is required is unknown. Perhaps an early
+
Adoptive transfer of diabetes. One possible reason for induction of cytotoxic, class l-restricted CD8 T-cells
u
the protection from diabetes in H0D-B2rrf " mice is that specific for p-cells is required to cause low-level islet
islets lacking expression of class I are not susceptible to destruction. The death of a few p-cells and subsequent
autoimmune destruction. To test this hypothesis, spleen release of p-cell components early in the autoimmune
+
cells from diabetic NOD mice were transferred to irradi- response could prime CD4 T-cells, which in turn aug-
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ment and recruit other (3-cell-recognizing T-cells. In
support of this hypothesis is the observation that the first
T-cells entering the NOD islets are CD8+ (12).
It seems unlikely that the requirement for class I
expression and CD8+ T-cells for the initiation of autoimmune diabetes in the NOD mouse is attributable to
nonspecific effects on the immune system. CD4+ T-cells
are functional in B2rrfu" mice because these mice are
able to generate anti-viral responses (21,22), skin graft
rejection (15), and antibody responses (23,24). However,
it is possible that the lack of CD8+ T-cells could, in some
fashion, lead to subtle changes in the CD4+ T-cell
population that reduces the autoimmune potential of
these cells. In this context, note the unexpected results of
Mozes et al. (24) where disruption of the p2-microglobulin gene produced resistance to an antibody-mediated
disease, experimental systemic lupus erythematosus.
The development of the NOD-B2rrfu" strain should enable further characterization of the role of class I-restricted CD8+ T-cells in type I diabetes.
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